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Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of computing relations from their abstract non- 
algorithmic specifications. The forma!ism under consideration is that of two-level grammars, 
introduced originally for de5ning languages. In this formalism the intuitions behind the formal 
definition can he directly expressed by the grammatical rules. which may have a form close to 
the statements of natural language. A notion of the relation specified by a two-level grammar is 
introduced and computability of such relations is discussed. For a class of two-Jew1 grammats, 
culled the t~nspar~nt grammars. an algorithm is outlined for ct~mput~ng the relations specified 
Iy the grammar\ of this class. The transparent grammars turn out to be a gcner~~li~~ti~~n of the 
formalism of Horn clauses. and the algorithm is based on unification. The language generated h> 
ik tH(--1cvel grammar can be u\ed as an additional tool for controlling computations. A tranq~rcnt 
t\\o e~cl grammar can be con\idercd a\ a non-algorithmic program qxxifying an input/cjutput 
rr’latic~rl. The computational algorithm define\ an operati~~nal \umantlc\ of \uch prtyramq,. 
1. Introduction 
This paper deals with a non~a~gorithmic formalism for spxifving relations and 
with the prob~en~ of c~~m~uting relations defined in this formalism. Waving sotved 
it on: can consider the f~~rrn~~lisrn to be a non-a~g~~rithmic programming language; 
the ~pecifkation of a relation in this formalism to he a program; and the relation 
\pecified to be the input/output relation of this program. 
‘I’ht* formalism we deal with is that of two-level grammars introduced originally 
tar detining languitge~ [ZS]. However, a two-level grammar can also specify a relation. 
Ewnples of such definitions can be found in the Revised Report on AMOI. 68 
[S]. where ~~rn~~ng others a dc~~niti~)n of the equivnlencc relation on the recur+r: 
types is give;?. The descriptive power i,f Tao-Icvei gramm; -s enables one to consider 
the formalism as a general model for computations [2 1 J. At the s ime time, two-level 
~xm~mars make it possible to express directly the intuitions behind the formal * 
in lcfl( t and ty the 
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definition of a relation since the components of the grammatical rules can be designed 
in a form close to the statements of natural language. These properties make the 
formalism of two-level grammars a candidate for a non-algorithmic programming 
language. An early attempt of such an application is the system implemented by 
Chasteliier and Colmerauer [3] but the class of tw-level grammars which can bc 
used in this system is very restricted. Another class of two-level grammars IS 
consiidered by Sintzoff [22], who outlines a method for computing relations specified 
by the grammars of this class. In both approaches the relation specified by a given 
grammar is computed by parsing strings of the language generated by the grammar 
(though in [3] the notion of the relation spccitied by a two-level grammar does not 
appear explicitly). A possibility of using the formalism of two-level grammars for 
defining functions was pointed out by Kupka [ lO]. In this paper the strings of the 
langwge generated by the grammar specifying a function art- used to represent the 
values of the function. 
An important step in the development of concepts t&ted to the notion of 
two-level grammar is the idea to superimpose a tree structure on the hypernotions 
of a two-kcvel grammar. This idea appwrs in the notion of aflis grammar introduced 
by Koster [X] and modified by Watt 11231. It is also present in the work of Sintzotf 
IX] and its explicit formulation by Simonct [20] rcsuitcd in a new ci;~ of gramm;~rs. - 
called WV-gr-ammars. The reiatioil specified by an RW-grammar cm tw crmputd 
by ;I Prw~.oc; program which cal he obtained from the RW-grammar by it5 
conipilativx 
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A two-level gramtnar is usually viewed as a context-free grammar with an infinite 
number of production rules, specified by a finite number of rule schemata, called 
the Ityper4es. Since the notion of the relation specified by a two-level grammar is 
defined in terms of the derivations. for computing such relations it is necessary to 
find an eflective method for constructing derivations. The conventional methods 
are not applicable since, in contrast o the usual case, one has to deal with ar infinite 
set of the production rules. In Section 3 the idea of constructing deris dtions by 
direct application of the hyperrules is considered. It leads to an unkldable string 
matching problem called the grunmntical unification problem. This problem is 
discussed in Section 4. It is shown that fo- a class of grammars tailed transparent 
two-level grammars the grammatical unification problem is decidable and can be 
reduced to the usual term unification problem [ 181. Thus, using the hyperrules of 
a transparent two-level grammar and a usual term unification algorithm one cLtn 
construct derivations of the grammar. On the other hand, it is shown that every 
recursively enumerable set CM be generated by a traxparent two-level grammar. 
Section 5 deals with the rAtionship between Horn clauses and transparent 
two-level grammars. It is shown that a finite set of Horn clauses can be considered 
;ts a transparent two-level grammar. 
Section b outline5 an algorithm for computing relations specified by transparent 
t\\o-lcvcl grammars. The algorithm is based on unification. The use of transparent 
two-IcveI grammars for specifying kput/output relations is discussed in Section 7. 
2. Two-level grammars as a generalization of BNF 
(11 < cuithmetic expr)::= (simple clrithmetic expr) [ 
(if’clause~( simple arithnwtic expr) else (arithmetic expr) 
(21 ( twol4~~ 14 expr) ::= ( simple boo/et1 II expr) 1 
( if c~lc~t~.w~( simple booletw expr) else (booletrrl expr) 
LN ( dc~i,qlw tiorwl tJspr) ::= ( simple designa tionul expr) 1 
( if i*ltwse)( simple dt*sigw tiorwl expr> else (desig fin tionn 1 expr) 
OIW C‘WI abbrcvkrtc the above spccificati MI by introducing the parameter X ranging 
over the fikte language L y = (arithmetic, boL ‘rwu, designational): 
\ X cxpr) ::= (simple X expr) 1 (if clause)( simple X expr) else (X expr). 
Euch of the original production rules can be obtained from the parameterized rule 
scheme by replacing consistently all occurrences of the parameter by one arbitrai y 
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element of its domain. This notation can by extended by introducing parameters 
whose domains are possibly infinite context-free languages pecified by context-free 
grammars. A finite set of the parameterized rule schemata with a finite set of 
context-free production rules specifying the domains of the parameters defines an 
infinite set of the resulting production rules. This is the idea of the formalism of 
two-level grammars. 
Thus, a two-level grammar can be considered to be a context-free grammar with 
a possibly infinite set of the production rules. As a consequence the basic notions 
of the formalism, like the notion of derivation and the notion of languages pecified 
by a grammar, can be defined in the same way as in the case of context-free grammars. 
Properties of two-levels grammars as a formalism for specifying languages have 
been discussed in many papers (e.g., [S, 21,251 to mention only a few). On the 
other hand, it is known that two-level grammars can also be used to specify relations 
(see, e.g., [6, 10. 22, 26). The example which follows should explain the intuirion 
concerning such relations. It introduces also some notational conventions to be used 
in the sequel. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following set of the parameterized RNF rule\ with 
parameters NI and N2: 
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terminals represented by the parameterized nonterminal 
h, = (bit string of length NI with value N2). 
The language specified by the system consists of all terminal strings which can be 
derived from the start nonterminals. It is the reguiar language (0 11)” of all ‘bit 
strings’. 
For specifying strings chosen as parameter values an explicit notation will be 
s,,/x,,] means that the strings A~, . . . . s,, have been chosen as the 
values of the parameters xi. . . . , x,. Moreover, if /t is a parameterized nonterminal 
and r a pararneterized BNF rule, we denote by h[s,/x, , . . . , s,,/ x,,] and by 
r[s’,/s,. . * . , SJXJ the nonterminal and the rule obtained by replacing the occurren- 
ces of each parameter x, in r and in h by the string s,. 
An example of a derivation of the two-level grammar specified above in the 
following sequenc’e: 
(lb Nl. ii/ Iv?] = (bit strirlg of lerqyh iii with rahe ii) 
(2, (bit strirlff of ler@ ii with cWlue i) 0 
I3 (bit stririg of leqgth i with cahe) 10 
W ( bit string of length wirlr cahe) 0 10 
a51 0 10 
The product ion rules uwd to construct it arc the following instawcs of the original 
p;u=;lmctcrircd rulc~: 
111 r,[ii::Y/. i’i%‘]. (31 r,[F/NI, F/N.?]. 
0 r-‘[ id .!I. F,/ W]. W r J ] (since r.; ha5 no parameters). 
Not& that from certain parameter-free nonterminals no terminal string car: be 
derived since no appropriate production rule can be obtained from the parameterized 
schi #nata. For esampk. the only string which c’an be derived from h,,[ i/AU, ii/N?] 
is (bit striqq of lrrlgd rrvIh rwlue i)O. Thus, the rules define a binary relation on LJV 
conkting of all such pairs (s. ~9 that the start nonterminal II&X/ _Nl, y/A?] derives 
;1 tcrmiwl string. It is the set of all pairs (A-. _Y) ~ch that there exists a bit string of 
kngth ;-xi \\hich is a binary qrcsentation of the natural number 1~). In other words, 
the rAtion conAs of all sba:h pairs 0. ~‘1 that 2 ” :> 1~1. The intuition concerning 
1 ittion is cxprcascd by : he form of th< start nontcrminal scheme: all nonter- 
chich may be obtaint.d by instantiating .!lc scheme are of the form 
f hi! wiry i)f Irn,iJth i’ rs*ith rwliru i”‘) 
k 2 0 and UI 2 0. It can be seen that any such a nonterminal derives at most 
one terminal string which is th.z binary representation of itz augmented to dlt \tring 
of the length k by adding lea&~ reros. 
The above example shows that ia t\\lo-level grammar defines a linguistic relation 
whose aritv is determined by the number of’ the occurrences of parameters in the . 
start nonterminal. 
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2.2. Basic notions 
We now introduce formal definitions of the notions discussed informally in Section 
2.1. In order to relate our definitions to those known from the literature we adopt 
the following terminology: 
-The auxiliary finite alphabet used to represent he nonterminals and to define 
domains of the parameters is called the orthovocabulury. 
- The parameterized nonterminals are called the basic hypermtions. 
-The parameterized BNF rules are called the basic hyperrdes. 
-We distinguish between the parameters occurring in the hyperrules, which are 
assumed to be indexed by (representations of) nonnegative integers according to 
the convention of Example 2.1, and those which are nonterminals of the context - 
free production rules specifying the domains. The former are called the grunt- 
rmtical uariubles, while the latter are called the metaltotiorts of the grammar. The 
mctanotion obtained by erasing the index of a grammatical variable is cnllod the 
fv/~t-’ of the variable. 
- The start parameterized nontcrminal of the grammar is called its start hypwrotion, 
In contrast to the definitions of two-level grammars known from the literature 
WC do not assume that the start hypernotion is parameter-free. 
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Let W = (X, M, T, H, R, 0, S) be a two-level grammar. The triple (M, X, 0) will 
be called the mefugtammar of W. The metagrammar isa finite set of context-free 
production rules, in which M plays the role of the nonterminal alphabet while X 
is the terminal one. 
By bf* we denote the binary relation of direct deriuubility in the metagrammar, 
which is a relation on (M LJ X)* and is defined as usual: 
.q+ y iff there exist strings N and u in (M u X)* and a metarule (2, w) such 
that x = u20 and y = zcwo; e.g., for the grammar of Example 2.1, IViM+ Nii. 
The reflexive and transitive closure of nlr* is called the dekxzbility relation in 
the metagrammar and is denoted .%,a*; e.g., for the grammar of Example 2.1, 
Nii xI=3 * iiii. 
By a gmnrnruticul uriuble of W we mean any pair (Z, n 1, where 2 is a metanotion 
and )t a nofrnegative integer. According to the convention of Examp!e 2.1 gram- 
matical variables are represented as metanotions with decimal suffices, e.g., NZ 
instead of (N, I )* The infinite set of the grammatical variables of W will be denoted 
by V. If c = (2.11) is a grammatical variable the metanotion 2 is called the type of 
L‘ and is denoted Type(c). We use the function &pe to define a homomorphism 
Form on ( C w X w T u{(. )})* which ‘removes thk. 1 -dices’ of variables. It is defined 
as follows: 
for every SE (VuXu Tu((,))), Form(x)= Type(x) if Xc ‘- 
A otherwise, 
e.g., for the grammar of Example 2.1, 
Formr (bit strittg of length Nl i with value N2 NZ)) 
= (bit string of lerrgth Ni with due N N). 
Our definition of a production rule of a two-level grammar is based on a generaliz- 
ation of the usual notion of ‘consistent replacement’, called hyperrfzplacement. 
By a ~1y~c,rreplacenle~lt of W we mean any homomorphism 0 on ( V u X u T u 
(4. )})* such that 
(1) for every .VE(XU Tw{(.)}): @(x)=x, 
(2) the set D(@)={L~E V: @(tl)# u} is finite, 
i 3) for every c E D( @): Type( o) .,,=+* Form( O( t))). 
Notice that the composition of hyperreplaceqlents is a hyperreplacement. 
A hyperreplacement 0 is called a renaming hyperreplacement iff the irn:lge of 
each clement of D( (3) is a variable and it IS different from the image of any other 
element of P(O). 
For representing hyperreplacemcnts the notation of the Example 2.1 is used. e.g , 
a hyperreplacement @ such that D(O) = {NI, NZ} and O(M) = N3i, O(N2) = N1 
is denoted by [N3i/ Nl, Nl/ NZ]. 
A hyperreplacement 0, is said to be more general than a hyperreplacement 02 
itf there exists a hyperreplacemt nt O3 such that @ = 0, l 03. For example, for the 
grammar of Section 2.1 the hyperi-eplacement @, = [ N3i/ N1] is more general than 
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the hyperreplacement O2 == [ N&i/ NZ, N4i/ NJ, N5i/ N2] since Oz = 0, l O3 for O2 = 
[N-G/ NJ, N5i/N2]. This relation is transitive and reflexive but it is not antisym- 
metric, e.g., 
[Nl/N2]=[N2/Nl]-[Nl/N2] and [N2/Nl]=[NI/N2]*[N2/NI]. 
A hyperreplacement @ is said to be a r~zost general hyperreplacement in a class of 
hyperreplacemcnts iff for every hyperreplacement @’ in this class (I) is more general 
than 0’. 
The images of basic hypcrnotions under hyperreplacements are called hypemotiows 
of the two-level grammar, e.g., for the grammar of Example 2.1, (bit strhg of hgth 
N.Gi with cdue ii) is a hypernotion but it is not a basic hvpernotion. Clearly, the 
image of a hypernotion under a hyperreplaccment is also a hypernotion. The set 
of al1 hypernotions of a two-level grammar ~4~osc set of the basic hypcrnotions is 
ii will be denoted H’. 
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- t-y iff there exist strings u in 1** and w in (N u T)* and a production rule 
(Z u) such that z =I UZW and y = dew. 
A ~e~~u~~~~~ in a two-level grammar is any sequence zo, zlT . . . t z, of strings in 
(Nu T)* such that nM and z~*z~.+~ for t% is n. 
A left-most derivutiw 3n a two-level grammar is any sequence zO, zl, . . . , z, of 
strings in (N u T)* such that n 3 0 and z~=+G!T~+~ for 0~ i s n. 
The transitive and reflexive closure of =%+ is denoted by =9’! It is easy to see that 
r* * y iff there exists a derivation zO, . l a , t, such that tO = z and t, = y+ 
Definition 2.3. The language I.( W) generated by a given two-level grammar W’ is 
the set of alt te~ina~ strings which can be derived from the start nontermina~s of 
W, i.e.* 
f_( W) =fxE I? 3SE k4, s=Px) 
where a4 is the set of all start nonterminals of W 
ft should be noted that z E L( W) iti there exists a left-most derivation whose first 
element is some start nonterminal of W and whose fast element is z. 
Let x0, a . . , .r,, for some m 3 0 be such strings in X* that the start hypernotion 
S of the two-level grammar is of the form (x{,D~ - l l u,,,x,,) where the V~ f i = I,. . . y m) 
are grammatical variables. 
Definition 2.4* The ~e~~~~u~~ Rel( W) determined by a two-level grammar W is the 
ng-ary relation on X* defined as follows: 
t‘ ct. l . . . 67,,11 fi Ref( W) iff (x{,tr 0 l l ZJ,,,) is a start nont~rmina~ of the grammar 
and thertt exists a string w in T* such that (x,,r I * Q 9 zmx,,,)+* I+*. 
Thus, to find an efement of Ref( W) it suffices to construct a left-most derivation 
of an clement of L( WI: any efement of ReE( W) can be obtained in this way. 
In this section we deal with the problem of constructing derivations of two-Ievef 
grammars. A derivation whose first element is a start nonterminal of the grammar 
and whose last element is a terminal string is ti Iemonstration that the string belongs 
to the language specified by the grammar. Moreover, according to Definition 2.4 
it determines an element of the relation specified by the grammar. Thus, the ability 
to construct such derivations is the ability to compute elements of the language and 
elements of the relation specified by the grammar, However, the methods for 
constructing derivations of context-free grammars cannot be applied in this case 
since the set of the production rules of a two-level grammar is usually infinite- 
Therefore, in this section we consider the ?ossib~~ity of constructing derivations of 
a two,-tevef grammar directly from the basic hyperrule:; of the grammar. 
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We first define two auxiliary binary relations + and -u on (H’u T)* as follows: 
- .x--f y iff there exist strings II and w in (H’ u T)” and a hyperrule (h, z) such that 
_Y = ulz w and y = ilzw, 
-x-y iff there exist strings 11 in T* and w in (H’ u T)* and a hyperrule (It, Z) 
such that x = ~hw and y = uzw. 
A hyperderitlation in a two-level grammar W is any sequence xtI, x1, . . . . x,, of 
strings in (H’ u T)* such that 112 0 md Xi + x,_+ I for i = 0, 1,. . . , IZ - 1. 
A left-most hyperderiuation in a two-level grammar W is any sequence 
S,). x , . . . . , x,t of strings in (H’u T)” such that n 2 0 and x,*x,+ l for i = 
(Al,.... n-l. 
From these definitions we obtain at once the following. 
If x = LX{), . . . , A-,, ) is a hyperderivatiori and 0 is a hyperreplacctnent, then the 
sequence 1 et A-,,). . . . , kllx,,)) is called an irzstartce of x and is denoted by H(X). 
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y, = 0(x,). A hyperderivation x0, . . . F x, has a direct extension iff there exists a 
basic hyperrule (it, z), a hypernotion h’ occurring in x,, and hyperreplacements 0 
and 0’ such that 69(h) = Q’( h’). In that case X, = uh’ w for some u E (N’ u T)* and 
the sequence @9(x(,), . . . , b)(x,), @( u)O’( z)O( w) is a direct extension of x,,, . . . , x,. 
A hyperderivation y is said to be an extension of a hyperderivation x itf there 
exists a sequence of direct extensions beginning with x and ending with y. 
To construct a standard hyperderivation in a two-level grammar one can start 
with the one-element hyperderivation consisting of the start hypernotion of the 
grammar and try to construct a sequence of its direct left-most extensions until a 
hyperderivation is obtained whose last element is a terminal string. Since thz set of 
basic Lyperrules of the grammar is finite, the existence of a direct left-most extension 
of a given hyperderivation can be checked if the following problem can be solved: 
Far givel; arbitrary hypemotions II and h’, check whether there exist hyperreplace- 
ments (_l‘and (9’ such that c-)(h) = (_,‘( II’). In the sequel we shall assume that the 
hypemotions It and 11‘ have no common variables. If this is not the case, we may 
apply to one of them an appropriate renaming hyperreplacement. Under this 
assumption the problem reduces to searching for a one hyperreplacement 0 such 
that @(II) = ~~(h’~. 
Definition 3.4. I’he problem 
“For given arbitrary hypernotions h and 11’ check whether there 
exists a hyperrsplacement (-1 such that H( II ) = H( it’)” 
The grammi~tical unification problem iy a kind of string equation problem. 
tlowt’vcr, in the classical string equation problem [ 19, p. 1571 the domain of every 
variable is the set of all strings over some given alphabet while in the case of 
~~rammatic;rI unification the domains of variables are context-free languages and F 
the domain\ of ditferent variables may be different. 
Kslrmplc 3.5. To construct a direct extensir:ll of the hyperderivation of Example 
3.3 one has to find a basic hvperrule such tbiit its left-hand side and the hypernotion . 
i ht vtrirq of Irqth Ml with ccrluu i) are uniti;tbl:. One can check that hyperrule rl 
i4 not ;Ippropriatt’ but r,, has the required pro, 7 ‘rty: Comparing the hypernotions 
(bit stritlg of lwgth NO with wl~~t~ i) and (bit string of let& Nli with value NZ N2 ij 
nt’ set the conditions (I)( NO) = H( Nf i) and H(i) = @( N2 N2 i). The hyperreplace- 
mcnt [ Nfi/ NO, F/N_?~ is a solution of the equations and results in the following 
direct extension of the hyperderivation of Example 2.1: 
(1) (bit string of !ungth Iv1 iii with value iiiii) 
(3 (bit stritlp of letlgth Nl ii with c&e ii} 1 
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(3) (bit string of length Nl i with value i)O 1 
(4) (bit string of length Nl with value) 101 
This hyperderivation can be further extended only by the hyperrules ci or r+ 
Consider first the hyperrule rl. As the variable NI occurs both in the hypernotion 
(bit string of length Nl with value) and in the left-hand side of the hyperrule rl we 
rekmove it from the hyperderivation by application of the renaming hyperreplacement 
[NO/Nl]: 
(0 (bit string of length NOiii with value iiiii) 
,r * 
c’2) (bit string of length NOii with value ii) 1 .- 
(3: (bit string of length NOi with value i)O 1 
(4) (bit string of length NO with value) 10 1 
The hypsfreplacement [ Nli/ NO, E/ AC] is a unifier for the hypernotion occurring 
in (4j and for the left-hand side of I-~. Using this unifier the hyperderivation can be 
extended as follows: 
(1) (bit string of lerlgth Nl iiii with value iiiii) 
(2) (bit string of length Nl iii with value ii) 1 
(3) (bit string of lerrgttc Nl ii with value i) 01 
W (bit string of length Nli with value) 10 1 
(3 (bit string of leqth Nl with value) 0 10 1 
Using the hyperrule r3 and the hyperreplacement [cl Nl ] ;13 ;\ unifier WC’ can construct 
the following direct extension of this hyperderivation: 
(1) (bit string of length iiii with value iiiii) 
(2) (bit string of length iii with t’cdue ii} I 
(3 (bit string of length ii with value i) 0 1 
(4) (bit string of length i with value) 10 i 
(5) (bit strirrg of length with value) 0 IO 1 
(.W 0 10 1 
4 The unification problem and transparent two-level grammars 
This section deals with the unification problem, whose decidability is c’ssentiat for 
constructing standard hyperderivations in two-level grammars. However, in the 
~crwral caw this problem is undecidable since its particular case c:m be reduced to 
ii cl~issicr~i undccidr~ble proMem. Let G, = (N,. T,. P,. S,) and G-, = (I& 7-2. &. S?) 
he arthxy wnttxt-h-cc grammars such that S, + S2. and let W be a two-level 
grammar whose set of metarules is PI LJ P, and such that (S,) and (S2) are its 
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hypernotion5. Clearly. a grammatical unifier for 6,) and (!L) exists iff the intersection 
of the context-free languages L(G,) and L(G2) is nonempty, what is known to be 
undecidable. 
In the sequel a class of two-level grammars is defined, for which the grammatical 
unification problem is decidable. 
Definition 4.1. A two-level grammar W = (X, M. 7’, H, R, 0, S) is called a trans- 
puretrt two-level grammar iff there exists a metanotion K such that 
f 1) the context-free grammar (M. X, 0. K ) is unambiguous, and 
(2) for every H’ E ( V w X)” such that (w) is a basic hypernotion K .zI=+ * Form ( w). 
The mc’tunotion K is called the main metanotion of the grammar. 
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Metandes: 
K ::= bit string of length N with value NI N is doubled N 
N::= Nil E 
Notice that the r~etanotion K does not occur in the basic hypernotions; it Illas 
been introduceI-; only to fulfill the transparency condition. 
For transparei~t two-level grammars the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.4. For ez;ery pair of ~lypern~ti~~~s of a tr~~spure~it tw~-~e~~~ ~a~~~~~~~~~ 
( 1) it is decidable, whether the hypernotions are unifiable, and 
f 2) if they are 14ni~ubie~ then there exists a most ~e~ler~l ~~~i~er of these ~~~~~r?~~tii~~~s 
A proof of a version of this theorem can be found in [ 113, where a g~n~n~atical 
unification algorithm is given and proved to be correct. The rest of this section 
outlines another proof of the theorem, which can be found in [ 123. A correspondence 
between the hypernotions of a transparent two-level grammar and a class of usual 
terms is established, which makes it possible to reduce the g~mmatical uni~cation 
problem to usual unification. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the concept 
of a most general unifier of terms (e.g., from [IS],. 
Let (3 = (M, X, 0) be the metagrammar of a transparent grammar, let K he its 
main metanotion and let h, and h2 be hypern~~ti~~ns. Thus. It, = (gt) and Jr, = (~2). 
for some g, and g, such that .K,+* Form(g,) and k’,,,+* Form(g2). Since G is 
unambi~u~~us, the derivation trees of Fom(g,) and those of Fhwz(g2) are unique 
;ind describe the structure of the hypernotions. To be more preck WC shall represent 
the structure of g, and grr by terms. The terms will be constructed from functors, 
which ;dre (names of) the production rules of 0 and from the v;~riabk~ of V. 
We first define the aritics of the functors. 
For :I production rule q of the form 
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For A f M denote by C, the class of terms of type A defined as follows: 
(1) Every variable c such that Type(u) = A is a term of the type A. 
(2) if q is (a name of) a production rule in 0 of the form 
where nM, A,EM for i=l,..., 11 and XjEXr* for j=O ,..., Iz, and, for i= 
1 ,. -. . n, ci is a term of type Ai, then q(clV . . . , c,,) is a term of type A. 
(3) Nothing else is a term of type A, 
It can be proved by considering Robinson’s unification algorithm [ 181, that the 
image of arbitrary unifiable terms cl and c2 of type A under their most genera1 
unifier is a term of type A. 
We now establish a correspondence between terms of type K and hypernotions 
of the transparent ~r~~rnrnar W. For this a function Rep is defined, transforming 
terms into strings in ( VW X)*: 
( I ) For each variabie t‘: Rep( c) = U. 
(2) For a term c*=q(c,, . . . , c,,) such that y is (a name of) a production rule of 
the form 
For each A c At-f denote by Rep,_, the restriction of the function Rep to C,+ Since 
G is unambiguous. Rq. , is a one-one mapping onto the subset of (Vu X)* 
consisting of all strings x such that A ,,,+* Forrrt(s). In particular, RepK ranges 
OCR the %t’t of the hypemotions with erased angle brackets. The inverse function 
to Rep_, will he denoted Purse,,. 
Theorem 4.4 directly follows from the following lemmas. whose proofs are 
omitted. 
Thus, to cheek whether given hyp~rnotio~l~ (gl) and {g2) are unifiable it suffices 
trj ‘parse’ them. i.e., to construct the terms Prrrse, (,Q) and ParseK (g?), and to apply 
to thche terms a term tmification algorithm. If the algorithm fails, the hypernotions 
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are not unifiable. Otherwise, the most general unifier of the terms constructed by 
the algorithm can be transformed into a most general grammatical unifier of the 
hypernotions. 
5. Transparent two-level grammars and Horn clauses 
In this section we discuss a relationship between transparent two-level grammars 
and Horn clauses. The terminology concerning Horn clauses is used as in the paper 
by Apt and van Emden [2]. 
Let 2 be a finite definite sentence and let C be a negative clause consisting of a 
single atom of the form p( f,, . . . , t,,), where p is a predicate symbol of arity ~1, )t 3 0, 
and t,,..., t,, are terms. It is assumed that the predicate symbol p as well as the 
functors occurring in the terms also occur in the clauses of 2. Consider the set A&,. 
of all variable-free instances of C which are in the least model of 2 and denote by 
KzC- the rz-ary relation on the Herbrand universe of Z consisting of all n-tuples 
(t,, . . . . t,,) such that p(t,, . . . , t,,) is in Mzc-. To relate Horn clauses and transparent 
two-level grammars we give a straightforward construction which for a given finite 
definite sentence Z and an atom C results in a transparent two-level grammar rV,,. 
such that R,:<, = Rel( Wzc, j. Roughly speaking. we give a ‘grammatical interpreta- 
tic n’ of Z and C considering the atoms occurring in the clauses to be the basic 
hypernotions, the atom C to be the start hypernotion and the clauses to be the 
basic hyperrules. To make it possible it is necessary to construct u metaprammar 
dtxribing the structure of atoms and terms. 
,‘\ ::=p( 7; . . * , 7-j 
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(5) There are no other metarules. 
Observe thai the set of all metanotion-free strings derivable from the petanotion 
T is the Herbrand universe of 2 while the language generated by the rretarules is 
the Herbrand base of 2. (The idea of using context-free grammars ior describing 
sets of terms and substitutions already appeared in [ 171.) 
Now we construct he basic hypernotions of w zc-. For this we rename the variables 
owurring in the clauses of Z and in C According to the convention of Example 
2.1 variables are to be represented Fv the metanotion T with decimal suffixes. 
Denote by Z” and C’ respectively the sentence and the atom obtained by A renaming 
of variables necessary to meet this convention. Clearly, Rz. (- = RZc.. The basic 
hyprrnotions of \t”/, are the atoms occurring in the clauses of 2’ and the atom 
C’. each of them enclosed in the angle brackets ( and ) to meet the notational 
conventions of two-level grammars. The start hypernotion of W,,. is (C’). 
The basic hyperrules of N>,. are constructed from the clauses of 2’: if B + 
R I.*.*. H,. icaclauseof Z’ (where B, Bi.. . . , B,, areatoms), then (B)::=(B,) * a . (&i 
IS ;i basic hyperrule and there are no othe:I basic hyperrules. Since no terminal 
symbols appear in the hyperrulcs, th.2 language generated by W;, ( s is either the 
Gnglcton consisting of the t’mpty stins. or it is the empty set. 
Example 5.1. 1‘0 illustrate the con\truction we rewrite as a transparent two-level 
pIllmar the Clilk.Yll example of a clau\a! program for appending Ilsts: 
C Xl 14scs: 
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Proposition 5.3. lf B, l, B2 l . l . B2 ,,,, . . . , Bk l l l l Bk,,&. El is an SLD-refutation of 
Zu{C}, where B, l is a variable-free atom and each other B,, is arr atom, then there 
exists a derivation of Wzc-, 
(4 A (B; I> - - l (Bi ,a L . +. ,(B;i 1). l . (B;i,, J. p 2 * 
such that each BIj is a variable-free instance of B,, 
Since the relation &(. is defined in terms of the least model of Z and SLD- 
resolution is complete, we obtain, by the above propositions. the following. 
Theorem 5.4 
Rx,. = Rel( CV&- ). 
6. Computing relations specified by transparent grummars 
way. The resulting standard hyperderivations determiire subsets of the relation 
specified by the grammar. For presentation of the method some auxiliary concepts 
are int reduced. 
We define first a notion of the relation specified by an instance of the start 
hypernotion oE the grammar. Let the start hypernotion S of a transparent two-level 
grammar W be of the form (xovI 0 l UJ,) where x,,, . . . , x,, are strings over the 
orthovocahulary X and L‘], . . . , o,, are grammatical variables. Thus, Rel( W) is an 
It-ary relation for some tt 3 0. Since the metagrammar is unambiguous and Form(S) 
is derivable from its main metanotion, then for every instance S’ of S there exists 
a unique n-tuple ( wl. . . . , w,,) of strings in ( V u X)* such that S’ = ( xowl l - - w,J,~) 
and ~~~(c?,),,~*~~rrrtQ~,) for i= I,..., n. We denote by ReQS’) the wary 
relation on X* consisting of all tt-tuples ( zl, . . . , z,,) such that (x,,z, l l - z,,x,,) is a 
ground instance of S’. Notice that the relation Rel( S’). possibly infinite, can be 
represented by the finite tuple ( y.. L . . w,, ). If S” is an instance of S which can be 
obtained from S‘ by a renaming hyperreplaccment, then Rel( S”) = Ref( S' j. 
The relation determined by the first element of a standard hyperderivation d is 
culled the associ~t4 relation of d and is denoted by ReUdL It follows from the 
deiinition of standard hyperderivation that its associated relation is a subset of the 
rel;ttion specifkd bbp the grammar. In the sequel a class of standard hyperderivations 
\a ill be constructed suckth:~t the associated relations cover the relation specified by 
the gr;rnimur. 
Let d = (d,,. . . . . d,a ). It -f 0. tw a left-most hyperderivatior, such that cl,, is an 
in\t;mcc of the \t;trt hypcrnotion of the grammar. For each i = 0, . . . , tz - 1 there 
c’sist i, t 7“. w, c ( ff’ LI 7‘1* and a hyperrule ( II,. 2, ) such that ~1, = f,h,w; and d,, , = 
f,:,w,. A!J> wqucnw p!,. . . . . p,, , of basic hvpcrrules such thal, for i = 0. . . . , II - 1. _ 
I hc h> pt‘rruk ( II,. 2, 1 i\ ;m instance of /j, will be c;illed ;I u~rmf seqmwce of the 
11) pcrdc! i\‘iltion d. If d i\ d one-clement h> pcrdtk~ation. it? onlj control seqwncc 
i> the cmpt!s sequence of basic hyperrules. A sequence of basic hyperrules is called 
;t lrwe itf it is ;I control seyucnce of some standard hyperderivation. A trace p is 
Ad to by il trace of u termimtl string s itf there exists a standard hyperderiwtion 
ending with s whose control sequence is p. 
Fol a sequence p of l)ilsic hyperrules denote by Hs( p f the set of all left-most 
h,p~rdcci\,atic~n~ d such th:tt 
( 1 j the first element of d is itn irlstrrncc‘ of the start hqwnotion, and 
( 2 b p ih ;i conI rol seclucnce of f!. 
Proof. Let p = ( p,,. . . . , P,~ ). where p, E K for i = 0, . . . , II and 113 0. We construct 
a sequence d,,. . . . , d,,, of extensions of the start hypernotion, such that 111 c II+ 1 
37 _- 
3nd if 
of the 
The 
m < n + 1, then Hs( p) is empty. otherwise Hs( p) is the set of all instances 
hyperderivation d,,, , . 
sequence is constructed as follows: 
Step I. d,, is the one-element sequence consisting of the start hypernotion of the 
grammar. 
Step 2. For 0 s k s II, if the last element of the hyperderivation dk is a terminal 
string, then HZ = k. Otherwise let & be an instance of c& obtained by a renaming 
hypcrreplacement such that it has no common variables with the hyperrulc /jk. In 
this case the last element of dk is of the form U&L for some hk E If’, ~1, E T* and 
zk c ( II’ u T)? Let pk = (g,, wk). If the hypernotions hl, and gr, are not unitiahle, 
then HI = k, otherwise the hyperderivation d. I, + , is defined to be the direct estension 
of 6,, ajbtained by a most general unifier @ of 11~ and gh (i.e., it is the hypcrderivution 
(_)! dk ) wittl the attached last element @( 1~ M-It M’~ )H( zI, ). It can Ix prowd 1)) 
induction that, f(:r i = 0, . . . , HI, the set Hs(( p(). . . . . p, I )) consists of all instances 
ot’ the hvpcrderivation d,. If HI CIY n+ 1, then the hyperderivation d,,, has no direct 
ItA t-nwst extension. which could be obtained by the applicatwn of the hqwrruk 
Pw ad Hs( p) is empty. 
Algorithm 6.2 
proc clc~ z= t hyperderivation ct. hyperrule r) h~perderivation: 
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hyperderivation d by application of the hyperrule r, as described in the 
proof of Proposition 6.1. If it succeeds, the value returned is the extension 
of d. Otherwise, if the left-hand side of r is not unifiable with the left-most 
hypernotion of the last element of d, the value returned is the hyperderiva- 
tion d c; 
proc step = (hyperderfvation d, hypermle 11 void: 
begfn hyperderfvation x = d4Xt(d r): 
ifx=cl 
then 
if ht(.r) E T* 
then 2 := 2 u Re1( x) 
else for all p E R do step( x, p) od 
fi 
fi end; 
for all PE I? do step((S).p od 
c if the comgwtational process terminates, the value assigned to 2 is the relation 
specified by the two-level grammar; in this case the relation can be represented 
by a finite num.Jer of instances of the start hypernotion S c 
end 
For implement:\tion purposes the nondeterministic construct for all p should be 
replaced by some realistic control procedure. For example, one can use a sequential 
PHOI OG-like control based on the textual ordering of the hyperrules in the specifka- 
tion of the grammar. In this case the control procedure should organize necessary 
backtracking. 
7. Transparent grammars as programs 
In this \t’ction the language and the relation specified by a two-level grammar 
;trc hilndlcd joint Iy :I\ one relation cal kd 1 hc c/wucteristic refah-m of the grammar. 
I‘hik notion is introductxi with the intention to describe input/c*‘ltput relations of 
computational problems as char:* kristic relations of transparent two-level gram- 
mars. If such a specification of a tiomputational problem is provided, the output 
values corresponding to given input values can be computed by an algorithm based 
on grammatical unification and the grammar may be considered to be a program 
for computing the output values from the input ones. Consequently, the class of 
transparent grammars becomes a programming language. The notion of characteris- 
tic relation provides a basis for the definition of its semantics while the algorithf, 
is its interpreter. In the sequel we define the characteristic relation and we discuss 
some problems connected with the implementation of such a programming language- 
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Let W = (X, 54, T, H, R, Q, S) be a transparent two-level grammar, and S = 
004 l * l u,,x,,) where x0, . . . , x, are strings over the orthovocabulary X and 
VI,. - * 7 v,, are grammatical variables (in this case Ref( W) is an n-ary relation). The 
relation C( W) is the (n + l)-ary relation defined as follows: 
(z,, . . . , z,,, w) E C( W) iff. (x~,zI l l 9 ZJ,,) is a start nonterminal of the grammar, 
w E T* and (xozI l l - z,,x,,)** W. 
Thus, the elements of C( W) are constructed by attaching to every element 
(z,,. . .? z,,) of the relation Rel( W) the nonterminal strings derivable from the start 
nonterminal (xozl * - . z,tx,,). 
A standard hyperderivation d of W determines a subset of C( W), denoted C(d). 
This subset i,; defined as follows. Let d = (d,,. . . . , d,) for some k > 0. Thus, 
d,, = (x,,u’, - - * w,,x,,) where bq. . . . , w,, are strings in ( V LJ X)* such 
that Type( 1,) ,,,+*hrnz( wi) for i = 1,. . . , k. The relation C(d) consists of all 
t n + 1) -to Jes ( q, . . . , zpl, 2,:’ + , ) such that 
( 1) :,,a i = ~1~. and ’ 
(2, z,~X*fori=l...., n,andthen-tuple(z ,,.. . . z,1 1 is an image of the rt-tuple 
( v*,. . . . , w,, ) under some hyperreplacement. 
Assume that some uz < n + 1 positions of the clcrncnts of C‘( \V) have ke:hn 
distinguished as the input positions. We denotc thcsc positions by k,. , . . . k,,,. where 
1 5 k, 5 12 + 1 and k, < k,, , for i = 1, . . . , m. The pr&lem of computing the output 
values for given input values can be formulated as follows: 
For a given m- tupk ( wl. . . . , w,,, ) of strings, whtm, for i T= w - 1 . w, t. .Y *. 
arid iv,,, c T* if Ii,,, = II + I NK~ w,,, c X* othcrwisk find all (a - ~1 + 1 I-tuplcs 
( =I, . . . . =k: 1, =r, , 1, . . . , Zk,,, , , &,, , 1, . . . , z,, + , 1 of sm1gs such that 
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For k = 3: For a given bit string s compute all pairs (I, c) of nonnegative integers 
such that I is the length of s and s is a binary representation of c. Clearly, this set 
is a singleton. 
7.2. Computing the autpur values for given input values 
For a transparent wo-level grammar with distinguished inputs and outputs the 
output values corresponding to given input values can be obtained by computing a 
subset of the characteristic relation. In the sequel we outlirie an algorithm for 
computing such subsets. It is a version of Algorithm 6.2. 
Denote by I the instance of the start hypernotion obtained by’replacing the 
input variables c‘ &, by given input values. Assume that k,,, < n + 1 (this means that 
the terminal strings art not used as input values). In this case the subset of the 
characteristic relation corresponding to the input values can be computed by the 
following algorithm. 
Algorithm 7.2 
begin 
relation C‘ := (9: 
proc 61ext = (hyperderivation d. hyperrule r)hyperderivation: 
c the procedure is defined as described in Section h c 
proc step = (hyperderivation d, hyperrule rj void: 
begin hyperderivation x = dextt d. I) : 
if s + d 
then 
if ImfC -89 t’ T* 
then C:= CU C’(x) 
else for all p E R do step( x. p) ad 
fi 
fi end: 
for all p c R do stepi I. p) od 
end 
l‘hc case \t hen k,,, = II+ I (i.e., the case when one of the input values is a terminal 
string) can be handled in a similar way. In this case, for a given input terminal string 
K. :I hvpcrdcrivation .V constructed by the procedure sfep contributes to the construc- w 
tion of the resulting relation only if its last element is w. Thus, the condition “if 
last( s) c T*” in the body of the procedure should be replaced by the condition “if 
hsf ( A- ) = w”. In the next section another algorithm is proposed, which makes it 
possible to avoid constructing those standard hyperderivations whose last element 
is not k$‘. 
Notice that the input positions and the output positions of the characteristic 
relation are determined by the instance I of the start hypernotion, and possibly bq 
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supplying the string w. Thus, the same transparent grammar can be used for 
computing different input/output relations as illustrated by Example 5.1. Such an 
interchanging of inputs and outputs is allowed also in Horn clause logic programs 
but in the other papers concerning relations specified by two level-grammars the 
inputs and the outputs are assumed to be fixed. The system of Chastellier and 
Colmerauer [3] works with pairs of two-level grammars and consists of two parts 
called the analyzer and the synthesizer. The analyzer uses as input data terminal 
strings of the language generated by the first grammar and computes for a given 
terminal string the corresponding elements of the relation specified by the grammar. 
The synthesizer uses these elements as input data and produces for them the 
corresponding strings of the language of the second grammar. In [22] it is assumed 
that input data are terminal strings for which the corresponding subsets of the 
relation specified by the grammar are computed and in [IO] terminal strings arc 
considered as output data for given ground instances elf hypernotions, representing 
elements of the relation specified by the grammar. 
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The pattern grammar G,, = I N+ T& PC;. SC; 1 is defined as fottows: 
N(; ={[h]: h E N}. 
Notice. that the production rules of C‘ I\~ are constructed from the basic hyperrules 
ot W by replacing the occurrt’nws of the hypernotions by the corresponding 
quivalence classes. In that way for each I c K we obtain exactly one p E PC; which 
will 13~ dcnotcd j‘(r). The mapping .f: H + PC; need not be one-one, but. for each 
11 c: I$,. f ‘( ~1 i\ a fnitt‘ set (Gncc R is finite). The function f can be extended to 
a homomorphism transforming soqucnces of basic hypcrrules of W into sequences 
of productjan rules of C&$. We show that this homomorphism can be used to 
rtxon~truct hypcrdtxivations of W from derivations of its pattern grammar. 
A qut‘nce I = (t,,. . . . . t,, 1, where 11 2 0. of the production rules of :I context-free 
gr;u~~rnar C; is ded ;L cwr~~rol .stq~tv~c~u of G iff there exists a left-most derivation 
t !;I. . . . . !‘,, . 1 1 k G such that ?;, is the start nonterminal of G and, for i = 0. . . . , tz. y,+ 1 
cm1 tw dCrivcd from jI b> the product ion rule 1,. If t is a control sequence, the 
kriviiticln i\ uniyuc and \\ ill bc dellc~ttzd Ikr( I). Any control sequence t of G such 
that the 1;tst ’lcmc’n~ tlf lkr( I) is ;I terminal string z is called a truce oj* z in G. 
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We first prove (2). By the inductive hypothesis there exist basic hypernotions 
41,. - -. q,n such that lzi is an instance of qi for j = 1, . . . , m and z,,[qJ . * * [q&,, is 
the last element of the derivation Der(( f( ro), . . . , f( r,, . I ))I. The last element of the 
hyperderivation Izyp( t) is of the form zl,wJz; l - . 11; wkzl hi+ I l - l II;, ))a I z,,,. where 
12: is an instance of b, for i = 1, . . . , k and it is an instance of h, _k+ l for i = 
k+1,..., k+rn--l.Hence,foreachi=l,..., k + no - 1 there exists a basic hyper- 
notion g: such that h: is an instance of g:. F’or i = 1,. . . , k, g: = h, and for i = 
k+l,..., k+l?l--1, we have g: =g, ktl. 
To prove that fc I) is a control sequence of C;,,, it suffices to show that 
Z{? wl,[g; j l * - [g; ]wkrl[g;+ l J l l . [&+,,, Jz,,, can be directly derived from 
=dLsll - ’ * [g,,,]z,,, by the production rule ([b], w,,[ h,] . l - [hk]tvk). But h and g, are 
unifiable since the instance 11, of g, is unifiable with h-by the assumption that the 
hyptrrrule r,, can be used to construct the direct extension of the hyperderivation 
1I_VP1 r,,- * ’ r,, J Thus. [h] = [gl] and ( 1) holds by the inductive hvpothcsis. _ 
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The start nonterminal of the pattern grammar is B. The language specified by the 
grammar is the same as the language of the original two-level grammar and 
the function f is a one-one correspondence between the basic hyperr:lles and the 
production rules of the pattern grammar. 
For a given terminaf atring x we want to use the pattern gr;rmmar to construct 
rhe traces of x in the original two-level grammar. Let x = 0 10. The set of all traces 
of x in the pattern grammar is the regular language 
PIP~PIP~PrPJPTPJPTPJ* 
Thus, by Theorem 7.3, if there exists a trace of .Y in the two-level grammar it must 
helong to the language 
9’1~~ prefix rsr2rIrx pi*ccs the following hyprrderivation determined up to renaming 
of t tie vnria hlcs: 
(0) (bit strirlg of hgtlr iii with ralcrc NJ) 
(1) (bit strirrg oj leqtir ii with cahe N5i) 0 (N 4 is cdouthd NSi) 
(3 (hit stritrg of ltwgth i with calve N@ 1 i N-5 is doubled Nti) 0 
(NJ is doubled N-5) 
0) (hit striry of lerrgth with whre) 0 (Nh is doubled) 1 
(N5 is doubled N6) 0 (NJ is dordhd N5i) 
C-4) 0 1 O( RF6 is ht&~d~( N-5 is doubled Nh)( N-4 is doubled N5i) 
‘1‘0 cwwtruct furthtx cstcnsions of the hyperderiwtion we have to find appropriate 
qucncc> of the hvpcrrules in the set rTr,r&r%-+ The hypernotion (Iv6 is doubled) 
k not unitiablc with the left-hand >idc of rc but it matches r+ As result we get the 
unilkr [ F ,I N5. F / NI. FLV]. Continuing the check we dkwver that the only trace 
()I’ 0 I Q) in the t\~~~-lc\*cl grammar is r, rg I rTr4r_rr5r4, which gives (bit striqp of lerlgth 
irr rt.ith l*l1lIw riJ ii\ the rtxjlting instxxe of the stiirt hypernotion; the output values 
for the input 0 10 are ( iii. ii). 
11 Citll tw pro\ed that the set of 311 traces of a terminal string in the pattern 
~rim~m;\r is u regular language. It may be infinite only if the grammar is ‘cyclic’, 
i.e., if there txisis a nonternkal symbol which can be derived from itself. In the 
cxsmpk pattt‘rn grammar it &as the nonterminal II. It is well known that any 
ccbntc\t-t’rcc grr;lmm;rr can bc transformed into a non-cyclic one generating the same 
lan~u;tg~ Tut’. c.+, [ 71). A regular expression characterizing the set of the traces 
of ;t _ci\cn Ntring in the original gralnl:l;ir can bc reconstructed from the finite set 
of it\ trxc’s in rhc tri~rr\f~~rmed g?rammar. ‘1‘0 o[>tain the latter some standard parsing 
t tbchnique might be used. 
8. Conclusion 
To handle the problem of computing the re?:;&cn specified by a two-level grammar 
we extended the usual concept of derivation by allowing use of arbitrary instances 
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of the basic hyperrules, not only the ground ones. This idea leads to the problem 
of grammatical unification which turns out to be undecidable. This means that in 
the general case our approach to computing relations specified by two-level gram- 
mars cannot be taken, But this also means that in the general case it may be 
impossible to check existence of the ‘cross-references’ between the basic hyperrules 
of a two-level grammar, which are very important for hwman understanding of the 
grammar (for example reading of the ALGOL.~~ Report without cross-references 
would be practically impossible). We believe that two-level grammars of prac- 
,tical importance are only those for which the grammatical unification problem is 
decidable. 
Our solution to this problem is the transparency condition, which makes ever! 
hypernotion of a transparent two-level grammar into a representation of a tree 
structure. In that case the unification problem is decidlable and reduces to the usual 
term unification. This makes it possible to compute the relation specified by a 
transparent two-level grammar. On the other hand. this enables one to view 
transparent two-level grammars as a generalization of the Horn clause calcu\u~ 
based on the resolution principle. The main features of the extension arc the 
following. 
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by the grammar may specify its semantics, as suggested by Hesse [6], who shows, 
that different ypes of semantic definitions can be expressed by two-level grammars. 
More recently it was suggested by Moss [ 1 S] to use definite clause grammars for 
describing the full syntax and semantics of programming languages. Such a definitio'j , 
can be compiled into PROLOG and may be used as a prototyping tool for a neTaT 
language. In view of our results this method can be seen as a restriction on the class 
of two-level grammars which makes it possible to apply the ideas of Hesse for 
prototyping. If the grammar describing the language is transparent, the relation 
associated with the string can be computed, though for certain strings the cornput& 
tion may never terminate. It might be interesting to find a condition for transparent 
grammars under whit\ such computations terminate for every terminal string. This 
would be another deciciability criterion for two-level grammars, different from those 
proposed by Deuswn 151. 
The transparency con tition is a technical realization of the idea that the hyperno- 
tions of a two-level gra:‘lmar should have a tree structure. This idea also appears 
in the definition of aff; Y grammars [a; and in Watt’s thesis on extended affix 
grammars, but in both c ltses the aim of the restriction is to create a specialized tool 
for compiler writers, while our intention is to use two-level grammars as a universal 
programming language. The transparency condition resembles also the restriction 
of Simonet [N]. who requires that the hypernotions are ramifications. i.e.. explicit 
tree structures. However. the transparenq condition is a restriction imposed on the 
class of two-k\4 grammar\, while an RW-grammar, strictly speaking. is not a 
tvw-levt’l grammar. though it can be easily transformed into an equivalent two-level 
grammar. Simonct [20] us~+s the idea of tree-structured metanotions to compile 
RN’-grammars into Horn clauses, while in our approach the resolution technique 
i\ ,ipplicd directlv to tvvo-level grammars. hloreovcr. bv dealing explicitly with the 
notion of the language generated by a transparent two-level grammar we are able 
to control computations by means of pattern derivations. In this way one can combine 
the resolution technique with the technique of context-free parsing. In certain cases 
thi\ ;~llows ore to avoid backtracking which would be necessary after compilation 
of the gr;lmmar into a set of Horn clauses (an example can be found in [ 131). 
1\‘c hit\ L’ ~N*II thilt tr;tnsp;trent two-level grammars can be used for specifying 
,ukl for comput in g rtktt ions. A programming y language based on this formalism 
mi@ bc dcwlopcd 3s an extension of PRoI oG, inclwling the latter language as its 
proper wbsct. Some prehminary considerations concerning that matter can be found 
in [ 1-l). It \hould be noted that both ‘Icvels’ of a transparent grammar are chwact~r- 
iA by context-free grammar\. The pattern grammar describe\ the structure of the 
strings crf the liinguktgc and the mctagritmmar describes the structure of the hyperno- 
tions. This enables one to use context-free parsing techniques both for finding the 
control constraints for computations and for compiling the basic hypernotions into 
the form required by the unification algorithm. 
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